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one, and the bill just over one and a half. The general
form is more compact than in our other snipes, and the
bill shorter and stouter proportionately.
It is a more northern bird than the Common Snipe,
usually going north of the Arctic Circle to breed, all along
the north of Europe and Asia. In winter it moves
southward as far as North Africa and our Empire, but it-
is rare in Ceylon and Lower Burma, though it extends to
China. It has on one occasion straggled to the Andamans,
as I had the pleasure some years ago of identifying a speci-
men which had been shot near Aberdeen on the South
Andaman on 25th November 1896, by Lieutenant H.
Turner and kindly forwarded to the Indian Museum by
Major F. Graham. It is usually most common in Northern
India, but not. so numerous as the Common and Pintail
Snipes, except sometimes very late in the season ; it may
arrive as early as the end of August and stay till April.
Its numbers probably fluctuate a good deal; taking the
Calcutta Bazaar for example, Tickell found it rare there,
while Mr. Hume says thousands were brought in. For
myself, after watching this market for nine seasons, I
found it not common, except one winter some years
back, when it was certainly numerous although not in
thousands or even hundreds.
The Jack differs somewhat in its habits from the other
two common species ; it is more solitary, and affects thick-
er cover, and is even more attached to particular spots.
It does not like open mud-banks like the Fantail or dry
ground like the Pintail, so that its choice is limited. It is,
however, a fairly general feeder, eating worms, insects,
shellfish and even a little vegetable matter, such as grass
and its seeds. For the table it is the best of all our Snipes,
and by no means to be treated, as it is by some shikaris,
as .unworthy of powder and shot because it is so small.
Its flight is slow for a snipe, but particularly irregular and it

